Anatomy-shaped design of a fully-covered, biliary, self-expandable metal stent for treatment of benign distal biliary strictures
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Background and study aims: The treatment success of benign biliary strictures with fully covered metal stents (CSEMS) is altered by high stent dislocation rates. We aimed to evaluate a new stent design to prevent dislocation.

Patients and methods: Patients with benign biliary strictures were treated with a newly designed double-coned stent (dcCSEMS). Mechanical analysis of the new stent was performed and it was compared with a cylindrical stent.

Results: A total of 13 dcCSEMS were implanted in 11 patients (2 female, 9 male, median age 47, range 33 – 71). All patients had distal biliary strictures due to chronic pancreatitis. No stent migration occurred. In all but one patient the stents were removed. One patient refused stent extraction and was lost to follow up. Stent occlusion occurred twice leading to cholangitis in both cases. The duration of stent treatment was 170 days (range 61 – 254). After extraction only one patient had early recurrent stricture and received the same stent again. Three stents showed minimal tissue granulation at the papilla. One stent presented ingrowth at the proximal end and was removed after implantation of a second fully covered stent.

Mechanical examination revealed significantly lower radial expansion force of the new stent as compared to the cylindrical stent.

Conclusions: The new stent design has a low rate of migration. Biomechanical properties may explain this effect.

Introduction

Benign biliary strictures are often refractory to simple treatment with placement of a single plastic stent or small-diameter dilatation therapy [1]. In such patients, placement of multiple plastic stents or of removable covered self-expandable metal stents (CSEMS) is appropriate [2 – 6]. Unfortunately the success rate of CSEMS treatment is reduced by migration of CSEMS, which occurs in up to 33% of cases, with the highest rates seen in patients with postsurgical stenosis after liver transplantation [7 – 10]. Some authors propose anchoring a CSEMS by use of a double pigtail plastic stent inside the CSEMS [9,11]. In a study by Park et al, the migration rate was lowered from 41.2% to 6.3% [9]. We propose that modification of the stent shape is more promising to prevent dislocation.

The goal of our research was to investigate the clinical performance of a newly designed CSEMS with special reference to the dislocation rate in a prospective, observational proof-of-concept study. We compared the mechanical properties of a new stent design with those of a standard cylindrical stent.

Patients and methods

Stent design

The common bile duct is spindle shaped and narrows toward the papilla; narrowing also is common in cases of distal biliary stenosis. Commonly used biliary stents, however, typically are a uniform cylindrical shape and, therefore, do not fit into the bile duct, increasing the risk of dislocation. By using a double-coned stent design (dcCSEMS) that conforms to the natural shape of the common bile duct, migration forces on the stent can be equalized.

Fig.1 shows the newly designed stent, which has a maximum diameter of 12 mm at either end. At its narrowest, 15 mm away from the duodenal end, the diameter of the stent is 6 mm. The device is available in 60-mm and 80-mm lengths. It is braided and consists of a single nitinol wire and is covered with a silicone membrane.
Mechanical investigations

We compared stents from the same manufacturer (Leufen Medical, Berlin, Germany). All stents were investigated on the same day in a water bath at 37°C. Radial forces of the stents were measured during expansion and compression using an established measurement device (Zwick und Roell, Ulm, Germany). The first stent (Stent A) was an 80-mm dcCSEMS. The second stent (stent B) was a silicone-covered cylindric stent with a 10-mm diameter and 80-mm length (Fig. 2). Measurements were performed at both ends of the stents, at 15 mm and 40 mm. Each measurement was repeated seven times.

Clinical study

The clinical study was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Magdeburg (Ref. Nr. 01/12) and was conducted as a prospective single-center observational study. The stents used in the study received CE mark before beginning of the study. Before inclusion all patients gave written informed consent. A main inclusion criterion was the presence of untreated distal biliary stricture.

Previous treatment of a stenosis was defined as previous multistenting or SEMS placement and led to exclusion of patients. Patients with stenosis in the proximal third of the common bile duct were also not eligible. All patients had prior biliary sphincterotomy.

Patients were examined while in a prone position and under conscious sedation. The dcCSEMS (Leufen Medical, Aachen, Germany) was deployed on a 10-F application system over a 0.035-inch guide wire through in the working channel of a side viewing endoscope (Olympus TJF-160VR, Olympus Europe, Hamburg, Germany or ED530XT8 Fujifilm Europe, Düsseldorf, Germany) by the same endoscopist (JW) (Fig. 3a, Fig. 3b, Fig. 3c). Follow-up was performed regularly every 3 months or if complications occurred. Stents that showed no signs of ingrowth or dislocation were allowed to remain in place and were not exchanged. The main outcomes were stent dislocation rates, stent patency, and rates of complications.

Results

Mechanical Data

The expansion forces of stent A (dcSEMS) at the duodenal end, the notch, the middle (40 mm) and the biliary end were 1.11 N, 1.58 N, 1.10 N and 0.92 N, respectively.

The maximal expansion forces of stent B at the ends (15 mm and 40 mm) were 2.99 N, 2.84 N, and 2.78 N, respectively.

In summary, the radial expansion forces of stent A were less than half that of the radial expansion forces of stent B. The exact measurements are given in Fig. 4.
Clinical Data
A total of 13 dcCSEMS were implanted in 11 patients (2 female, 9 male, median age 47; range 33 – 71). All but one patient had distal biliary strictures due to chronic alcohol-induced pancreatitis. One patient had an anastomotic stricture after orthotopic liver transplantation that was located in the lower third of the common bile duct (CBD). Stent deployment was successful in all but one patient (91 %) in whom the stent did not cross the papilla and was replaced immediately. The mean duration of stent treatment was 170 days (range 61 – 254). No stent migration occurred. The stent was removed in all but one patient who refused stent extraction and was lost to follow up. In one patient the proximal end of the stent presented tissue ingrowth. With the help of intermittent implantation of a second covered stent (3-month period), extraction of the dcCSEMS was possible. Stent extraction was performed using a polypectomy snare or a biopsy forceps to grasp the duodenal end of the dcSEMS. The stents were removed through the working channel of the endoscope with the endoscope remaining in position. Stent occlusion was observed three times leading to acute cholangitis in two cases, which were treated with stent extraction and antibiotic therapy. One patient died during observation because of newly diagnosed malignant disease. After extraction two patients had recurrent stricture, which occurred after 3 months in one patient with chronic pancreatitis and after 6 months in the patient with anastomotic stricture. In the patient with chronic pancreatitis, the same stent was placed again. In the other patient, the treatment was switched to dilatation and insertion of multiple 10-F plastic stents. The eight patients who had no evidence of recurrent stricture have been followed up for a mean of 616 days (range 242 – 868) and needed no more treatment during this period.

Discussion
The new anatomy-adapted double-coned biliary covered stent has a low migration rate. By reducing the stent diameter in some parts of the stenosis, the radial expansion force on the tissue is lower than with full-diameter stents. Depending on the position of the stent, the dilatation force inside the stenosis is lower than with larger-diameter stents. The target diameter of the stent in the area of the papilla is narrower because the natural shape of the CBD at that point is smaller than the rest of the duct.

In addition to the shape of the new stent, its softness (expressed in lower expansion forces) is an additional mechanism to reduce dislocation. We believe that it is not necessary to use a stent with a diameter up to 10 mm in all parts of the CBD to achieve treat-
ment success and it may promote dislocation of cylindrical stents. That statement may appear to contradict the practice of using larger-diameter stents for treatment regimens with multi-stenting and other SEMS. In fact, dislocation of stents precludes treatment success and treatment failure is mainly caused by stent dislocation. Therefore, we suggest that prevention of stent dislocation can increase treatment success independent of stent diameter. However, the role of stent diameter should not be underemphasized.

Two recently published studies reinforce the usefulness of fully-covered SEMS for the treatment of benign biliary strictures and show high rates of stricture resolution (66% and 76.3%) [12, 13]. However, the study by Deviere et al [12] was designed to assess the safety of long-term indwelling and late extraction of SEMS and underlines the importance of prevention of stent dislocation. From a biomechanical point of view, the application of the new stent in its current shape is only useful for distal biliary stenosis. For the treatment of proximal stenosis, the shape of a stent should be configured accordingly.

A limitation to our study is the small number of patients included. The study was, however, designed as a pilot study to prove the concept of dcSEMS design. Because no fixed schedule for stent exchange was used in this study, the results regarding stent patency should be interpreted with caution.

In summary, our data demonstrate an effect of the stent shape on biomechanical and anatomical details may be important when designing stents for locations other than the gastrointestinal tract.
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